














Grade wise activity mapping for various lab components

Lab Material to Grade
mapping

Gr. 3 Gr. 4 Gr. 5 Gr. 6 Gr. 7 Gr. 8 Gr. 9 Gr. 10 Gr. 
11/12

60 MM Refractory
Telescope

Virtual reality experience
software for various
spaceships

3d surface of the moon
and mars

3d printed rover

Theodolite/Sextant 

114 mm reflecting
Newtonian Telescope 

Planisphere

Nano Satellite kit  

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔✔ ✔

✔ ✔✔ ✔

✔ ✔✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔



Detailed specifications and Quantity of Lab items

Item Detailed Specification Quantity

60 MM aperture
Refractory Telescope 

- 60mm Aperture, 2 lens based Fraunhoffer with focal
length 700mm, Barlow lens 1, a finder 5X24 and a
standadrd eyepiece of 0.965". Must use a rack and pinion
focusing arrangement
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- This device focuses a lot of light. Looking directly at the
SUN through this device can result in partial or complete
loss of vision. Please ensure the Solar filter supplied along
with is in place during the day.

- Must be able to give practical magnification of 120X and
resolution of 2.5 Arc-seconds. 

- Teach the fundamentals of Galiliean telescopes that
student read about in science; Changing of focal length,
effective focal length and the use of Barlow lenses

- Teach students to view locate and track objects in the
night sky using starcharts and the plansiphere

- Teach students the value and methods of looking after
optical instruments

- Teach students the method of mapping the night sky
using the azimuthal grid

Theodolite/Sextant for determin-
ing distance to planets/moon
parallax method 

- The theodilite is an XYZ axis instrument useful for
estimating ditances. Wuth garduated degreee markings,
each axis has a reoilution of 0.5 degrees. Shipped as a kit,
will need to be assembled by students. Material is
Biodegradable plastic

- Teach students the meaning of parallax

-Teach students the method of triangulation to find large
distances

- Teach students teamwork and coordination in
measuring the distance to the moon as measured from
two different latitudes

- Students learn how to calculate time offsets with
longitude
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114 mm reflecting Newtonian
Telescope 

- Newtonian Reflector telescope with a 4.5" aperture
enabling the viewing of deep sky objects. Must have the
following: Focal length 500 mm and resolution 1 Arc
second. Solar filter for safety, Galaxy 1.25 " eyepiece, in
addition to standadard eyepeice, 2 Barlow lenses, a
collimation tool,

- Mounting: sturdy EQ3 eqautorial Mount with manual
tracking and slow motion moevement along RA DEC
coordinates. Also included are Messier object Charts and
an Orion Nebula Poster
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Planisphere - Planisphere is a useful tool for locating stars. Must have
starc hart size 4" dia fitted for a latitude (works within +/-
2.5 deg). This sturdy 3 D printed version must be
openable for changing the star chart. Material must be
biodegradable plastic
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VR headset kit + Virtual reality
experience software for various
spaceships

-VR Software:

- Spaceship flying simulator for the solar system 

- Must cover all the planets of the solar system

- Asteroid belt

- Reticle based Interactive text information to be
displayed so that educational information is automatically
displayed once the student looks at a particular planet

- Audio integration feature 

- Seamless integration of the software with the bluetooth
headset specified

VR headset where students can 

- Insert the mobile phone into the headset

Bluetooth remote that has the following functionality 

- 360 degrees joystick 

- 2 pairing modes

- 4 mode buttons 

- 2 configurable joysticks

Nano Satellite kit - LoRA (long range) based nano satellite kit with range of
upto 1km LOS (line of sight)

- Cube satellite kit with transmitter satellite (Cubesat) and
base station module 

- Transmitter module must have temperature, light and
motion sensors integrated 

- Students must be able to vary the sensor values

- Base station module must be accompanied with base
station visualization software 

- Transmitter should be programmable using Arduino
programming platform

- Students must be able to configure and set logic for the
transmitter and receiver module to perform various data
monitoring space simulations
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3d printed surface of the moon
(4 sq ft)

- 3D printed surface of the moon that is at par with NASA
imagery and 3d models. The 3D printed model must be of
the same colour as the Moon’s surface 

- 3D printed surface must be in 1 sq ft modules that must
be interconnected using dowel connectors

- The 3d printed surface must be accompanied with an
augmented reality application that can show students, the
landing of a spacecraft on the 3d printed surface. 
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3d printed rover - A kit that contains the various 3d printed parts of the
curiosity Mars rover that is at par with NASA’s imagery
and 3d models
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Laminated Lab Posters (Size: A1) - A1 size laminated posters depicting images and
description of the following components

- Solar system

- Cube satellites

- Telescopes

-  Curiosity Rover

- Moon surface

- Mars surface

- Space fun facts 1

- Space fun facts
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- The 3d kit must contain the following parts

- The 3d kit must contain the following parts:

6mm-pin.  17

body.  1

tire.  6

wheel.  6

lower-suspension.  1

upper-suspension 1

mounting-bracket.  2

steering-bracket.  4

swivel-bracket.  1

swivel.  1

upper-arm.  1

lower-arm.  1

mahli-apxs.  1

chemcam.  1
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